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Abstract 
Patent applicants and/or examiners could annotate patent documents in terms of correspondences between claims and 
their working examples. Those annotations would make it easier to understand the documents so as to improve the 
quality of collaboration among inventors, patent attorneys, examiners, and users of technologies. Annotations to a 
patent document would also be used to generate queries for retrieving similar past documents, and annotations to past 
documents should raise the accuracy of retrieval. Domain ontologies could be generated from such annotations and 
queries, then in turn used to generate new annotations and queries, and so forth. Human collective intelligence would 
be circulated through this spiral generation of annotations, queries, and ontologies, continuously improving the 
productivity of application, examination, and use of patents. The paper reports on an early stage of research to realize 
this vision. 
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1. Introduction 
It would be possible to continuously improve the efficiency and quality of patent application, 
examination, and use by sharing collective intelligence of people involved. As shown in Fig 1, (a) 
applicants and/or examiners could annotate patent documents, which would make it easier to understand 
the documents and to improve the quality of collaboration among inventors, patent attorneys, examiners, 
and users of patents. (b) Annotations to a patent document would also be used to generate queries for 
retrieving similar past documents, and annotations to past documents should raise the precision of 
retrieval. (c) Domain ontologies could be generated from such annotations and queries, (d) then in turn 
used to generate new annotations and queries, and so forth. 
 
Fig 1. Knowledge circulation through patents 
Such a collective-intelligence-based approach is particularly feasible with respect to patents, because 
patent examination is highly institutionalized and patent retrievals usually employ AND-OR queries. 
However, this vision is potentially effective to other types of documents as well, though there has been no 
other similar effort to the best of our knowledge. The rest of this paper elaborates on this vision and in 
particular reports on the development of ontologies. 
2. Annotation 
Claims in patents are often very abstract and thus hard to understand. Since their working examples are 
more concrete, claims become easier to understand by referring to those examples. So annotations about 
the correspondences between claims and examples would make patent documents easier to comprehend. 
The value of the entire workflow of patent application, examination, and use would hence be improved by 
standardizing the format of such annotations and providing some software tool to assist annotation work. 
Based on informal interviews to examiners and searchers, the appropriate granularity of these 
annotations is considered to target constituents of claims and paragraphs of working examples. If one 
entire claim with a wide conceptual coverage were a target of annotation, then the corresponding scope of 
working example could be too large for the annotation to make substantial sense. On the other hand, if 
correspondences concern parts of claims smaller than constituents, then the cost for annotation would be 
too large. 
The type of a correspondence is ELABORATION most of the case, but sometimes EFFECT. We are 
currently investigating whether there are other relations. ELABORATION and EFFECT had better be 
distinguished in annotation, because they are used differently for query generation.  
We are planning to develop a standard format for such annotations and software tool to assist human 
users to annotate patent documents based on that standard.  
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3. Ontology 
Here we discuss how to generate domain ontologies (or dictionaries, which are ontologies together 
with morphosyntacitc information) concerning the technical content of patent documents. There have 
been various researches on knowledge acquisition from Web query logs 000. Since queries for patent 
retrieval tend to have much more complex structures than Web queries do, however, we exploit those 
structures for deriving ontologies. Also, we use knowledge automatically extracted from patent 
documents, whereas previous methods using Web query logs assume that seed words are provided by 
people.  
3.1. Generation of Related-Word Clusters 
Some researchers have attempted to generate dictionaries comprising clusters of similar words by 
integrating similar queries in query logs. For instance, Uno 0 constructs dictionaries by integrating 
clauses (disjunctions of words) in queries. However, his method assumes a very complicated parameter 
setting. Also, it tends to generate word clusters containing rather unrelated words, because it imposes no 
constraint on words outside of common parts of clauses to integrate. The method introduced below also 
integrates clauses to generate word clusters but addresses these problems, though its quantitative 
comparison is a future work. 
Suppose you are to integrate two clauses (A + B + C) and (A + C + D), where A, B, C, and D are 
words and ‘+’ means disjunction. Clause (A + B + C) appearing in a query means that A, B, and C are 
semantically related with each other. Similarly, (A + C + D) means that A, C, and D are semantically 
related with each other. Since B and D do not co-occur in any clause, on the other hand, the semantic 
relation between them may be weaker than the ones concerning the other pairs of words. 
So it will be reasonable to permit the integration of the two clauses under the condition that there is a 
query involving a clause (such as (A + B + D) and (B + D)) containing both B and D. This method is 
formulated as the extraction of cliques (complete graphs) from the graph whose nodes are words and 
whose links represent cooccurrence between words in clauses in queries.  
In Fig 2, for instance, clauses (XML + metadata + HTML), (XML + hypertext + HML), and (metadata 
+ hypertext) together generate cluster {XML, metadata, hypertext, HTML} as indicated by the gray 
square. On the other hand, clauses (hypertext + HTML + Web) and (hypertext + Internet + Web) simply 
generate clusters {hypertext, HTML, Web} and {hypertext, Internet, Web} as indicated by the gray 
triangles, but not clause {hypertext, HTML, Internet, Web} if there is no clause containing both ‘Internet’ 
and ‘HTML’ in any query. 
 
Fig 2. Word graph and clusters 
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Query composition could be assisted by providing the user with the maximum clique (a clique is the 
set of nodes in a complete graph) containing each word in the current query. When the user requests 
further information, maximal cliques could also be provided.  
We have used this method to build a small related-word dictionary from real data consisting of 
478,455 queries in retrieval reports composed by IPCC (Industrial Property Cooperation Center) from 
fiscal year 2001 to 2008. We first extracted 328,902 clauses thereof, containing 75,657 different words in 
total and 3.5 words in average. Then we randomly chose 100 from those 75,657 words and applied the 
above method to obtain the word clusters (maximal cliques) containing each of those 100 words using 
Tsukiyama’s 0 algorithm. 
About 118.8 clusters were found per word in average, and about 5.2 words were contained per cluster 
in average. As each cluster containing a word is regarded as representing a sense of that word, our method 
is considered to provide finer-grained classifications of word meaning than ordinary dictionaries do. 
We evaluated the generated dictionary in the assistance to query composition. We picked up two 
words from each of several clauses in a query composed at IPCC in 2009, and treated those two words as 
though they had been input by the user. We examined whether the other words in the same clause can be 
inferred by consulting the dictionary. This inference was to compose the union of the clusters each 
containing both the two seed words, and then to present the words therein except for the seed words. 
Table 1: Examples of query-composition assistance based on related-word dictionary 
two seed words correct related words related words obtained by the proposed method 
ػӪᛵ๡(personal 
info.), ࡙⭘㘵ᛵ๡
(user info.) 
ɮόȾᛵ๡(user info.), 
Պ଑ᛵ๡(member info.), 
኎ᙗᛵ๡(attribute info.) 
ɮόȾᛵ๡(user info.), #ɮόȾɏόɇ(user data), 
#࡙⭘㘵ɏόɇ(user data), #亗ᇒᛵ๡(client info.), 
*᫽֌㘵ᛵ๡(operator info.) 
⭫䶒(screen), ȮȬ
ɻɑȮ(window) 
ȮȫɻɑȮ(window), 
Ɂȷɲόɻ(screen), 
ɏȫɁɟɴȬ(display) 
ȮȫɻɑȮ(window), Ɂȷɲόɻ(screen), #Ȯȫ
ɻɑ(window), #əɕɳ(panel), ?⭫ۿ(ሻǡǫ㺘
⽪ሺሻǡ 
?么ฏ(domain) 
HTML, WEB Web, Ȯȯɞ(Web), 
ɞɱȮȾ(browser) 
Web, Ȯȯɞ(Web), ɞɱȮȾ(browser), #Web 
#web, #Ȭɻɇɕɋɐ(Internet) #Ȭɻɇόɕɋɐ
(Internet) #Ȯȯɋɞ(Web) #ȮȰɋɞ(Web), #Ȯ
Ȱɞ(Web) #WWW #www, #ɗȬəόɎȵɁɐ
(hypertext), #ɣόɨɢόɀ(homepage), #ɦόȷȪ
ɋɟ(markup), ?ȻɻɎɻɌሺሻǡ ?ȽȬɐ
ሺሻ, ?ɲɻȷሺሻ, *ɢόɀ, *Ƚόɘ, *ɗȬə
ό, *䯢㿗(browse), *HTTP, *http, *URL 
QRȻόɑ(QR 
code), 2⅑ݳȻό
ɑ(2D code) 
Ҽ⅑ݳȻόɑ(2D code), 
ണᖒȻόɑ(pictorial 
code), ɑɋɐȻόɑ
(dot code) 
[none] 
Table 1 shows some sample results. The ‘correct related words’ are words in the original query. The 
rightmost row contains words obtained by consulting the dictionary generated by the proposed method, 
where unmarked words appear in the original query, words following ‘#’ are other words possibly 
regarded as synonyms of those in the original query, words following ‘?’ are those outside of the original 
query and hard to judge the relatedness to the seed words, and words following ‘*’ are those regarded as 
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wrong answers. The proposed method tends to generate rather many words, but the method often 
generates appropriate words, though quantitative evaluation is a future work. 
3.2. Extraction of Relations 
Here we discuss how to generate an ontology containing semantic binary relations among concepts 
(words). Fixed expressions such as ‘C such as A and B’ in documents can be utilized to extract hyponymy 
(upper-lower) relations between concepts 0 and construct a concept hierarchy in the ontology. In addition 
to this, we use query logs to extract further knowledge of experts involved in patent application and 
examination.  
Our ontology consists of the following three types of relations.  
 hyponymy relation 
 attribute-value (EFFECT) relation 
 equivalence relation 
We discuss how to extract those types of relations below. 
Using Hearst’s 0 method, Nanba 0 extracts the following from 3,496,252 Japanese patent documents 
for ten years from 1993 to 2002. 
 7,031,159 different hyponymy relations 
 1,825,518 different words 
Now we utilize these data for building our ontology. 
The 8th NTCIR (NII Test Collection for IR Systems) Workshop included a patent-mining task 0, 
which required the participants to automatically annotate patent documents with <TECHNOLOGY> and 
<EFFECT> tags to expressions of element technologies and their effects, respectively. It was further 
required to automatically insert <ATTRIBUTE> and <VALUE> tags inside the <EFFECT> elements, as 
below.  
PM ☢᮰ไᚚ⏝䝁䜲䝹䜢タ䛡䛶<TECHNOLOGY>㛢䝹䞊䝥䝣䜱䞊䝗䝞䝑䜽ไᚚ(closed-loop feedback 
control)</TECHNOLOGY>䜢᪋䛩䛯䜑䠈 <EFFECT><ATTRIBUTE>㟁ຊᦆኻ(electric power 
loss)</ATTRIBUTE>䜢<VALUE>᭱ᑠ໬(minimize)</VALUE></EFFECT>䛷䛝䜛䠊  
Nanba 0 developed a software system to perform these tasks, and obtained F-scores 0.463, 0.440, 
0.555, and 0.324 for <TECHNOLOGY>, <ATTRIBUTE>, <VALUE>, and <EFFECT>, respectively. We 
used his system to analyze the same set of 3,496,252 patent documents and extracted 2,599,368 different 
attribute-value pairs, including the following, where each line contains the frequency, the attribute, and 
the value of one attribute-value pair.  
z 22393 ା㗬ᕈ(reliability) ะ਄(improve) 
z 21713 ା㗬ᕈ(reliability) 㜞޿(high) 
z 17362 ᭴ᚑ(structure) ◲න(simple) 
z 16870 ↢↥ᕈ(productivity) ะ਄(improve) 
z 11283 ૞ᬺᕈ(workability) ะ਄(improve) 
z 10522 ᠲ૞ᕈ(operability) ะ਄(improve) 
z 10376 ࠦࠬ࠻(cost) ૐᷫ(lower) 
z 10175 ⵾ㅧࠦࠬ࠻(production cost) ૐᷫ(lower) 
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Out of these, 96,435 pairs occur three times or more. We have used these pairs for the following 
experiments. Words in a clause of a query are disjunctively combined and thus likely to be synonymous, 
but there are many cases where they are not. In the following example, for instance, the words in the first 
clause are synonyms, but the second clause and the third clause involve hyponymy and EFFECT 
relations, respectively. 
 ɀɫȴȬɪ(potato) + ǭȘǡǙȗ(potato) + ɘɴȬȿɯ(potato) + 俜䡤㯟(potato) + ȅȡǙǬȜ
(potato) 
 Ἵ⢙(plant) + 㥨(mushroom) + ǢȃǨ(mushroom) + ȵɖȻ(mushroom) 
 䀓ۿᓖ(resolution) + ɏȸɴόɑ(degradation) + վл(decay) + ࣓ॆ(deterioration) 
To distinguish these cases, we use the 7,031,159 hyponymy relations and 96,435 attribute-value pairs 
mentioned above. For instance, consider the following query. 
(㟁ຊ(electric power) + 㟁※(electric source)) * (೵Ṇ(halt) + ษ᩿
(cut) + 䜸䝣(off) + 㐽᩿(block out)) 
Also suppose that the following attribute-value (EFFECT) relations are known. 
 䴫Ⓚ-Ȳɝ 
 䴫Ⓚ-࠷ᯝ 
 䴫࣋-ڌ→ 
If there are word-wise multiple relations of the same type R between two clauses, let us consider that 
there is a relation of type R between the whole clauses, meaning that all the pairs from those clauses are 
instances of R. So the above assumption allows you to infer that clause (䴫࣋ + 䴫Ⓚ) and (ڌ→ + ࠷ᯝ + 
Ȳɝ + 䚞ᯝ) stand in an EFFECT relation. Namely, further EFFECT relations hold for the following 
pairs. 
 䴫࣋-࠷ᯝ 
 䴫࣋-Ȳɝ 
 䴫࣋-䚞ᯝ 
 䴫Ⓚ-ڌ→ 
 䴫Ⓚ-䚞ᯝ 
In this case of EFFECT relation, you may well further infer the following synonymy relations. 
 䴫࣋-䴫Ⓚ 
 ڌ→-࠷ᯝ-Ȳɝ-䚞ᯝ 
Additional hyponymy relations can be obtained similarly through hyponymy relations between 
clauses. For instance, if 
 伋㹼⢙փ(flying object)-ɵȹɋɐ(rocket) 
 伋㹼փ(air vehicle)-ɧȽȬɳ(missile) 
each constitute a hyponymy relation, then you are entitled to infer that clauses (伋㹼⢙փ+ 伋㹼փ) and (
ɵȹɋɐ+ ɧȽȬɳ), for instance, stand in a hyponymy relation, which entails the following hyponymy 
relations. 
 伋㹼⢙փ-ɧȽȬɳ 
 伋㹼փ-ɵȹɋɐ 
Note here that ‘ɵȹɋɐ(rocket)’ and ‘ɧȽȬɳ(missile)’ are not synonymous. Thus, synonymy in a 
clause can probably be derived from attribute-value relations, but not from hyponymy, concerning that 
clause. 
We have carried out an experiment to evaluate the efficacy of the above proposed method, using the 
following data. 
 approximately 610,000 queries in query reports written by expert examiners at IPCC from 2001 to 
2008 
 3,496,252 published patent application documents from 1993 to 2002 
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We have evaluated the accuracy of attribute-value extraction and the synonymy extraction, where an 
attribute-value relation between two clauses X and Y is defined to be correct iff an attribute-value relation 
holds for every pair of words x Щ X and y Щ Y. We use this definition of a correct attribute-value relation 
between clauses rather than other definitions based on the synonymy in every pair of words in each 
clause, because it tends to be hard to evaluate the appropriateness of words in a clause without reference 
to the context. In the previous example, for instance, it may be difficult to judge if ‘஗ᱛ(halt)’ and ‘ㆤᢿ
(block out)’ are synonymous without their relations with ‘㔚ജ(electric power)’ and ‘㔚Ḯ(electric 
source)’  
We have chosen 122 clause-wise EFFECT relations extracted by the proposed method and manually 
evaluated them. The precisions are as follows. 
 EFFECT: 89.3% (109/122) 
 synonymy: 81.9% (100/122) 
The errors of EFFECT relations are classified into two categories. In the first category, a clause 
contains unrelated words. This category has eight cases. In the following pair of clauses, for instance, ‘ɵ
ȸ(log)’ and ‘ን↤(log)’ are not synonymous with the other words in the second clause, so that human 
subjects considered that these clause do not stand in a correct EFFECT relation.  
(<ATTRIBUTE id="0&1&2">䜶䝷䞊(error)</ATTRIBUTE> + <ATTRIBUTE 
id="3&4&5">␗ᖖ(abnormality)</ATTRIBUTE> + <ATTRIBUTE id="6&7&8">㞀ᐖ
(failure)</ATTRIBUTE> + 䜲䝸䞊䜺䝹(illegal) + 䜰䝷䞊䝮(alarm) + 䜰䝷䞊䝖
(alert)) * 
(䜸䝨(operation) + 䝁䝯䞁䝖(comment) + 䝸䝖䝷䜲(retry) + ෌(again) + <VALUE 
id="0&6">ᅇ᚟(recovery)</VALUE> + 䝸䜹䝞(recover) + 䝻䜾(log) + ᒚṔ(log) 
+ <VALUE id="3">᳨▱(detection)</VALUE> + <VALUE id="1&4&7"> ᳨ฟ
(detection)</VALUE> + <VALUE id="2&5&8">Ⓨ⏕(occurrence)</VALUE> + ㏻
▱(notify) + ሗ▱(announce) + ⾲♧(display)) 
In the second error category, the original word-wise EFFECT relation is wrong. There is just one such 
case, shown below, where the ‘ɝȩȬɳ(file) -儈䙏(fast)’ pair constitutes a wrong EFFECT relation. 
(<ATTRIBUTE id="1">䝣䜯䜲䝹(file)</ATTRIBUTE> + <ATTRIBUTE id="2">஦ᨾ
(accident)</ATTRIBUTE>) * 
(<VALUE id="1"> 㧗㏿(fast)</VALUE> + ㎿㏿(quick) + ▷⦰(shorten) + <VALUE 
id="2">పῶ(lower)</VALUE>) 
Errors in equivalence relations are classified into two categories. The first category has eight cases, 
where a clause contains unrelated words as above. The second category has a clause containing non-
synonymous words. There are eight such cases, and the below pair of clauses is one of them. Note that ‘
ൗ㑞(compression)’ and ‘䀓߽(decompression)’ are antonyms of each other. 
(ຠᯝ + <ATTRIBUTE id="0&2">ຠ⋡(efficiency)</ATTRIBUTE> + ᭷ຠᛶ(efficacy) + 
⬟⋡(efficiency) + ᛶ⬟(performance) + <ATTRIBUTE id="1">ᅽ⦰⋡
(compressibility)</ATTRIBUTE> + ᅽ⦰ᛶ⬟(compression performance) + ᅽ⦰ຠᯝ
(compression effect)) * 
(<VALUE id="0&1">ᅽ⦰(compression)</VALUE> + ෾⤖(freeze) + ゎ෾(decompression) +
䝁䞁䝥䝺䝑䝅䝵䞁(compression) + 䝁䞁䝥䝺䝅䝵䞁(compression) + <VALUE id="2">䝁䞁䝟䜽䝖
(compact)</VALUE> + 䝁䞁䝟䜽䝍(compactor) + 䝁䞁䝟䜽䝅䝵䞁(compaction) + 䝅䝳䝸䞁䜽
(shrink)) 
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4. Retrieval 
We are planning to develop a software interface which automatically generates queries from 
ontologies and annotations and allows the user to interactively revise the queries to approach the 
information she wants. The retrieval here will be an approximate matching between semantic structures of 
the present patent application and past applications by referencing the annotations to those documents. 
 
Fig 3. Query generation from ontology and annotation 
Fig 3 illustrates how a query may be generated. Let us first suppose the following. 
 The present patent application is annotated in terms of the correspondence between the claims and 
their working examples. 
 A part ‘make an artifact’ of a claim is regarded as corresponding to ‘build a house’ and ‘write a 
document’ in some working examples, possibly according to some annotations. 
 The noun phrases play THEME roles as to the verb in ‘make an artifact,’ ‘build a house,’ and ‘write a 
document’ here. 
 Word cluster {make} is known to have hyponymy relations with word clusters {build, construct} and 
{write}. 
 Word cluster {artifact} is known to have hyponymy relation with word clusters {house, bridge} and 
{document, letter}.  
 The ontology link word clusters {make}, {build, construct}, and {write} with {artifact}, {house, 
bridge}, and {document, letter}, respectively, via THEME (or PATIENT or OBJECT) relation. 
Then it is considered reasonable to automatically generate the following query (theme means that the 
second clause plays a theme role as to the first clause) and let the user revise it by adding and subtracting 
words. 
(make + build + construct + write) theme 
(artifact + house + bridge + document + letter) 
Note that this requires a more elaborate ontology addressing not just EFFECT relations but also THEME 
and other semantic relations. 
5. Concluding Remarks 
We have discussed how to circulate collective intelligence through patent application, examination, 
and use. There have been existing technologies for generating queries from annotations 00 and for 
interactively revise queries using some semantic structures 0. The method we have described here 
incorporates them into this circulation for the sake of sustainable improvement of the productivity of 
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patent handling. We would like to realize an environment such as shown in Fig 1 which integrates these 
technologies. Such an environment should be used, evaluated, and improved on a daily basis, while 
accumulating annotations and queries and extending and revising ontologies.  
A further incorporation of collective intelligence in patent document processing is a massive 
involvement of users into the revision and extension of ontologies merged with patent classification codes 
such as IPC codes and F terms (an extension of IPC codes maintained in Japan). Since these codes are in 
the public domain, it is possible to allow many people including engineers, scientists, and general public, 
to participate in the maintenance and extension of ontologies containing these codes. 
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